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Abstract. In order to reduce mean time to recovery (MTTR) in hetero-
geneous enterprise environments it should be possible to easily and
quickly determine the root cause of a problem detected at a higher level,
e.g. through response time violation of a transaction category, and re-
solve it. Many problem determination applications use a component de-
pendency graph to pinpoint the root cause. However, such graphs are
often manually constructed. This paper introduces a simple non-
intrusive technique based on mining of existing runtime monitored data,
to construct a dynamic dependency graph between the components of
an enterprise environment. The graph is traversed to identify nodes that
are the cause of response time related problems.

1 Introduction

Typically dependency models of system hardware and software are analyzed for
problem determination and impact analysis in complex enterprise environments. Prior
work talks about explicit middleware instrumentation [5], or internal instrumentation
of the components (via ARM [2]) for obtaining system dependencies. These methods
are time consuming and are difficult to apply in legacy environments. The main con-
tribution of this paper is in showing how existing performance monitoring infrastruc-
ture available in middleware, such as web application servers and database servers,
can be used in discovering dependencies between the various components of a sys-
tem. Management clients can poll the middleware for performance metrics, such as
total number of requests to a component, average response time of a component, etc.
This paper proposes a data-mining algorithm that uses this performance data for ob-
taining �probabilistic� dependencies between components. An online algorithm for
discovering and updating these dependencies between components is provided. Be-
cause of the probabilistic nature of these dependencies, �false� dependencies may
arise and therefore we show how a problem determination application can use the de-
pendencies effectively. Dependencies can be of various types [17], but this paper fo-
cuses on finding runtime software/service dependencies among the following compo-
nents: URLs, servlets, EJBs, and SQLs in a web application.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 compares our work with
related research in dependency extraction. Section 3 presents the overall prototype
system setup for dependency extraction, storage, and usage by management apps. In
Section 4, we provide an algorithm for computing dependencies from the manage-
ment data obtained from the managed resources and show how to use these depend-
encies for problem determination. Section 5 provides experimental validation of the
algorithm on our testbed. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

A dependency graph of a system may be obtained using direct or indirect methods [3].
Direct methods rely on a human or a static analysis program to analyze system con-
figuration, installation data, and application code to compute dependencies. However,
it is unsuitable to apply such methods in large and heterogeneous systems because
they are system specific and do not provide runtime dependency information. Indirect
methods operate at runtime, and may be intrusive, semi-intrusive, or non-intrusive
with respect to the operational system in the manner they extract dependencies.

An example of an intrusive technique is one that relies on code instrumentation
such as ARM [2]. Dependencies are calculated by correlating data gathered during the
flow of transactions through various components. eWLM [1] is a workload manager
that uses ARM to instrument the underlying components and extract a component de-
pendency graph. PinPoint [5] is a problem determination framework, where coarse-
grained client requests are tagged as they travel through and discover the components
of an enterprise system. Tagging requires middleware-level instrumentation to pass
the request ID between components, similar to ARM. There are certain other ap-
proaches [12], [15], and [18] that use instrumentation of application to get dependen-
cies. They instrument the application code such that some probes or hooks are avail-
able to management application to get the data out of managed object and to exert
control over the managed object.

A key problem with the above approaches is that they may be unusable in situa-
tions where multi-vendor components are used and in places where even transaction
correlation code cannot be inserted into the system for security, licensing, or other
technical constraints. Unless all components adhere to standards, such as ARM, in-
strumentation based approaches cannot be deployed on a large scale. This motivates
the requirement of semi or non-intrusive approaches. An example of a semi-intrusive
approach is Active Dependency Discovery [4], where perturbation/fault-injection is
used to obtain dependencies.

In addition, Ensel [8] has also suggested using Neural Networks technology to
automatically generate dynamic and cross-machine dependency graphs while moni-
toring is active. The technique however does not provide any evidence of causality
and only detects correlation. However, at the time of this writing, there are no details
available regarding the training of such networks and experimental or theoretical
analysis of the accuracy and precision of the method. Steinder et al. [19] have also
used the concept of belief networks for fault localization in network services built on
complex communication topologies. The technique is specific to network services and
the bipartite graph is developed specifically for problem determination.
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Our approach falls in the non-intrusive category because we do not instrument any
application and use whatever instrumentation is provided by the vendor of the mid-
dleware for generating dependencies between various monitored resources. We rely
on the fact that most vendors provide some built-in instrumentation for monitoring
statistics primarily for accounting and performance tuning purposes. The statistics, at
a minimum, include invocation and average execution time counters for the moni-
tored resources. In Section 4 we will see that, in order to compute a probabilistic de-
pendency between any two monitored resources, knowing at least the above two sta-
tistics is sufficient. Also in Section 4 we will see that our technique is independent of
the actual �type� of the resource such as servlets, EJBs, SQLs, and database tables
and therefore can be applied to other resources.

There are several papers that talk about problem determination and root cause
analysis using dependency graphs [2][6][8][10][16][22]. Yemini et.al. [22], Choi et.al.
[6], and Gruschke [10] assume the existence of a dependency graph and show how in-
coming alarms and events may be mapped to nodes of the graph and how the graph
may be used to identify dependent nodes, which are the likely root cause of problems.
Katker [16] also uses the graph for systematic analysis of a problem to identify the
root cause in the network fault management domain. Once we obtain the basic prob-
abilistic dependency graph with potentially large number of edges, we propose a
technique to traverse it to quickly identify the root cause of response time related
problems in generic systems.

Hellerstein and Ma [13] have applied data-mining algorithms for discovering use-
ful patterns in historical system event data. They discuss how data-mining can be used
to identify actionable patterns and in particular they present algorithms for three kinds
of frequently occurring patterns in event data. Thoenen et al. [20] have developed an
event management and design methodology that has been widely used. The core of
this methodology is a graphic representation of the roles and dependencies or rela-
tionships between events.

3 System Architecture and Design Issues

We have built a prototype system to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm
proposed in this paper. The prototype system development is guided by two princi-
ples: reuse of existing monitoring information and separation of management inter-
face from the business interface. The first principle is motivated from the fact that
most of the existing enterprise code (including legacy code) is not ARM-instrumented
and its owners may be averse to introducing instrumentation code in their applications
as well. But the middleware that runs this code may provide performance data that
can be used to �guess� dependencies between the various components. Furthermore,
our technique can come handy to obtain dependencies between components running
on middleware from different vendors. The second principle is motivated by the gen-
eral trend [9] in the industry to separate the management interface from the business
one and DMTF's CIM [7] is one such popular effort to achieve this.

The system consists of three tiers as shown in Figure 1. The bottom layer is the
managed system, which currently consists of WAS and DB2 running a TPC-W book-
store application. Both the WAS and DB2 have a monitoring API through which run-
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time statistics (such as performance-monitoring counters) can be extracted by a local
agents A1 and A2, respectively, and sent to a correlation engine (CE) in the central
management layer. The data-mining algorithm implemented in CE takes this moni-
toring data to compute the dependencies between the monitored components. The top-
most layer consists of management applications that pull raw dependency data from
the repository through CIMOM for various uses. In our test-bed, the application and
the database servers run on the same machine and hence both A1 and A2 send data
that is time stamped using the same clock. In our next prototype version we will run a
distributed system where the issues of clock synchronization will be handled.
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TPC-W app  
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PMI
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TPC-W request 
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Root cause analysis
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Fig. 1. Prototype System Setup: The IBM WAS v4.0 and IBM DB2 UDB v7.1 are installed on
machine B (2GHz, 1GB). WAS v4.0 runs the TPC-W (see [21]) bookstore application con-
sisting of 14 servlets and 46 SQLs and a database of 10,000 books. Machine A (600MHz,
512MB) is used to run the remote browser emulator (RBE) or the TPC-W request generator
and sends URL requests (consisting of 50% buy and 50% browse) to machine B, which also
runs the IBM HTTP server. On Machine C (2GHz, 1GB) runs the CIMOM and the CE. All
Machines are connected over a 100 Mbps Ethernet

The current prototype monitors only a small subset of the objects/resources per-
taining to WAS and DB2, namely, the URLs, servlets, EJBs, and SQLs1. In other
words, the agent A1 provides events for URLs, servlets, and EJBs only, and A2 pro-
vides the events for SQLs. Each of the URLs, servlets, and EJBs are modeled using
the CIM schema in the J2EE Management Specification [14]. The SQLs are modeled
using the CIM_UnitOfWorkDefinition class in the CIM Metrics Model [7]. In order to
capture the dependency information between the above objects, as for example the
dependency between a servlet and an EJB, we introduced additional association
classes, which derived from CIM_dependency. As and when the instances of the CIM

                                                          
1 In an enterprise system the web transactions (or URLs) are typically serviced by servlets

which in turn may invoke EJBs or directly execute SQLs. The TPC-W bookstore application
[21], on which we have tested our technique, comprises a collection of servlets each of
which issues SQLs directly to the database. Also, the WAS� and DB2�s monitoring API al-
lows us to obtain the performance metrics that are sufficient for computing the probabilistic
dependencies.
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classes pertaining to the URLs, servlets, EJBs, SQLs, and their dependencies are dis-
covered, the CIM repository in the middle layer in Fig. 1 is populated with them.

4 Dependency Graph Extraction and Its Usability

This section presents the algorithm to extract dependency relationships from existing
monitoring data. It also describes how the algorithm may produce false dependencies
and the manner in which a problem determination application may cope with them.

Dependency Definitions. Consider any two components, say A and B, where A, for
example, may be a servlet, and B an EJB. In the general case, A is said to be depend-
ent on B, if B's services are required for A to complete its own service. A weight may
also be attached to the directed edge from A to B, which may be interpreted in various
ways, such as a quantitative measure for the extent to which A depends on B or how
much A may be affected by the non-availability or poor performance of B, etc. Any
dependency between A and B thus arises from an invocation of B from A, which may
be synchronous or asynchronous. Note that the algorithm described in this paper han-
dles synchronous invocations only.

Corresponding to each servlet, EJB, or SQL request an event, carrying the essential
statistics such as the number of requests and average response time so far to the com-
ponent, is received by the CE (in Fig. 1). Associated with each such event is an activ-
ity period, which for the purposes of the discussion here can be taken to be a time in-
terval with its start time and end time being the start time and end time, respectively,
of the request to the component represented by the event (see [11] for more detail).
We say that an activity period [b1, b2] of the component B is contained in an activity
period [a1, a2] of the component A if a1 ≤ b1 and b2 ≤ a2. Finally, our definition of de-
pendency between two the components A and B is as follows: we say that A depends

on B with strength p (or BpA → 2) if the probability that a given activity period of
A contains an activity period of B is p.

The above definition of containment of an activity period into another captures the
following dependency type that we are interested in.

• A invokes the services of B, directly or indirectly, and A finishes only after the
invocation of B returns. An example of A invoking B directly is: A calls a method
of B and waits for the call to return. On the other hand, we say A invokes B indi-
rectly if A directly invokes some component C, which in turn can either directly
or indirectly (a recursive definition) invoke B.

A dependency of the above type is what we call a true dependency, and any other
type of dependency that is captured by our dependency definition is what we term as a
false dependency. The motivation for choosing the definition for p given above is that
we believe that the number p comes very close to the probability that a given execu-
tion of A invokes, directly or indirectly and at least once, the component B, and fin-
                                                          
2 For expositional simplicity we occasionally omit the strength value on the arrow and simply

say A!B.
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ishes only after the invocation to B returns. If A calls B's methods on each request to A
then, as per our definition, p is 1.0. If only 20% of the requests to A result in calls to B
then p is 0.2. Note that multiple calls or containment of activity periods of B per re-
quest to A are counted as a single call to B. In Fig. 2 in [11] we provide another ex-
ample to describe this concept of containment that not only captures the notion of true
dependencies but also of false ones.

In the following subsection, we present an algorithm for computing the dependen-
cies (based on our definition above) for any given component, say A. The true de-
pendencies for the component A include all the components that are directly and indi-
rectly invoked by A. Furthermore, we expect that this algorithm, in the process, also
computes false dependencies. A natural two-level dependency graph, resulting out of
the above definition of a dependency, has a node at level one with all its true and false
dependencies situated at the second level. Fig. 3 in [11] shows a two-level depend-
ency graph. Looking at only the two-level graph of a component suffices because all
the monitored components that are dependencies of the component are captured at the
second level of the graph and there is no need to traverse the two-level graphs of any
of the dependencies (i.e., the two-level graphs of the antecedent nodes). Furthermore,
as the transitive property (see [11]) of dependencies may not hold in general, a two-
level graph helps us to consider only the true dependencies of a component.

The number �p' in BpA →  (hereafter, referred to as the p-value) depends on the
business logic in A and the workload applied to the enterprise environment containing
the component A. As the logic and the workload change so will the p-value. Assum-
ing that the logic and the workload do not vary with time, we now show how CE (see
Fig. 1) estimates p-value from the event traces. From the definition of p-value given
above, the straightforward way of estimating it is to calculate the fraction of the num-
ber of activity periods of A that contain some activity period of B from the event
traces received for both A and B. That is, let #A denote the total number of activity pe-
riods of A seen so far, and #(B, A) denote the total number of activity periods out of
#A that contain at least one activity period of B. Then the number #(B, A)/#A is an es-
timate of the p-value. It is desirable that as new events are received at the CIM re-
pository (see Fig. 1) our algorithm (to be given in the next subsection) generates and
updates the dependency graph online.

Online Dependency Extraction Algorithm. We will present the algorithm infor-
mally. Consider only a pair of event types; say servlet and SQL events, for exposi-
tional simplicity of the algorithm. Let Σsql denote the set of all SQLs and Σservlet denote
the set of all servlets in a given web application. Let A ∈ Σservlet. The goal is to dis-

cover and update all the dependencies BpA →  where B ∈ Σsql. A key property that
our algorithm uses that satisfied by the system in Fig. 1 is that the events from a given
component (say servlet A) are received at CE (in Fig. 1) in the increasing order of
their time stamps where the time stamp of an event is defined as the end time of the
activity period represented by the event (see Section 4 in [11]). This also implies that
SQL events received at CE are in the increasing order of their time stamps.
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A few definitions are in order before we present the algorithm. We say that a
servlet event is fully processed if all the SQL events that are contained3 in the servlet
event have been identified; otherwise we say that the servlet event is partially proc-
essed. The following event lists are maintained: antecedentList comprises events re-
ceived for SQLs in Σsql, dependentList comprises events received for the servlet A,
and dependencyList maintains the list of dependencies, of A, obtained so far. The de-
pendencyList variable, essentially, keeps the list of all those SQLs in Σsql for which
dependencies have been detected so far. We define LPP as an event pointer that at
any time holds reference to the currently lowest time stamped partially processed
event in dependentList. We also define HSQ as an event pointer that at any time holds
reference to the currently highest time stamped event in antecedentList subject to its
time stamp being less than or equal to the time stamp of the servlet event referenced
by LPP. A counter #A (initialized to zero) keeps the count of the number of fully
processed servlet A events so far. For each SQL B in the dependencyList we set a
counter #(B, A) (initialized to 1) that counts the number of servlet A events so far that
contain at least one SQL B event. For any event pointer e the notation e.id,
e.timestamp, e.starttime, e.next, and e.prev, respectively, refer to the following attrib-
utes of the event referenced by e in an event list, viz., the identifier, the time stamp,
start time, reference to the event immediately after the event referenced by e, and ref-
erence to the event immediately before the event referenced by e. Both LPP and HSQ
are initialized to null (see [11] for a complete description).

Dependency Algorithm (an outline): The main algorithm preserves the following
property at all times: all servlet events in the dependentList having time stamps less
than LPP.timestamp are fully processed and the rest are partially processed, and HSQ
always points to the highest time stamped SQL event, currently in the antecedentList,
having timestamp less than or equal to LPP.timestamp. In the non-boundary case, i.e.,
when both LPP and HSQ are non-null, on an arrival of an SQL event with time stamp
less than LPP.timestamp we set HSQ to this event, otherwise LPP is set to LPP.next,
i.e., to the next servlet event, whenever it becomes available, and the count #A is in-
cremented by one. In the latter case, we continue to scan the SQL events to the left of
HSQ until we reach an SQL event whose end time is less than the start time of the
new servlet event pointed to by LPP; thereafter we scan the SQL events on the right
to HSQ and compute the new value for HSQ. Each time we compare an SQL event
with the servlet event pointed to by the LPP we also check for containment of the ac-
tivity period of the SQL event into the servlet event, updating the dependencyList and
corresponding frequency counts if required. This process is repeated with the new
LPP and HSQ. The algorithm outputs estimates of p-values by computing for each
SQL B in the dependencyList the number #(B, A)/#A.

It is easy to see that the algorithm has the desirable property that the number of
event comparisons needed in order to ascertain all the events contained in another
event is minimum. In other words, if n is the number of activity periods contained in a
given activity period then the algorithm finds that out in O(n).

                                                          
3 An event is contained in another event if the former�s activity period is contained in the lat-

ter�s.
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Problem Determination (PD) Using Probabilistic Graph. The presence of false de-
pendency edges in a two-level graph complicates the traversal order of edges in the
two-level graph of a component. Note that the edge weights (or strength), in a sense,
correspond to the �likelihood� of A depending on B. False dependencies may be
caused by false containment generated due to concurrency of transactions flowing
through the server components. Clearly, traversal of false dependencies reduces the
performance of the PD algorithm and increases the MTTR.

We introduce another statistic of a dependency A!B called, r-value, which we use
along with the p-value to achieve an improved ordering of the dependencies of a node
A. We define r-value as the probability that a given activity period of the component
B is contained in an activity period of the component A, where the definition of con-
tainment is as described earlier. We estimate r-value as follows. Let, ϕ(A, B) denote
the number of activity periods of B, seen so far, which were found to be contained in
at least one activity period of A. Finally, let #B be the total number of activity periods
of B seen so far. We take the number ϕ(A, B)/#B as an estimate of r-value. To see the
difference between p-value and r-value, consider the earlier example in which A in-
vokes B only 5% of the time A is active. Suppose A is the only component that in-
vokes B in the application, then the p-value will be close to 0.05 whereas the r-value
will be close to 1.0. Another illustration of the difference between p and r-values is
given in Table 1 in [11]. The algorithm for computing p-values given earlier an be
easily tailored to compute the r-values as well.

We now introduce a heuristic that uses the two statistics, the p-value and the
r-value, to order the dependencies of a node: we sort the dependencies of a node A in
the non-increasing order of max(p, r) + pr. The rationale for choosing the heuristic is
the following. The first term coarsely sorts the dependencies of a node so that edges
with high p- or high r-values are catapulted up in the order. A dependency is more
likely to be true if at least one of these is high.  The product term performs finer grain
sorting among equals. A dependency is more likely to be true if both p- and r-values
are high compared to the case when only one of the values is high. In this heuristic the
true dependencies, which have low p- and r-values, will be penalized. For example, if
a servlet X executes an SQL Y rarely, but the SQL Y is frequently executed by some
other servlets in an application, then the dependency Y of X will appear lower down in
the sorted list of dependencies of X, because both p and r values will be small. How-
ever, there is an increased likelihood that if the problem in X is due to Y, then other
servlets that more frequently call Y also have the same problem and we are able to
identify Y through one these servlets.

5 Experimental Evaluation

This section presents an experimental evaluation of the dependency algorithm de-
scribed in Section 4 on the testbed, which consists of the three machines as described
in Figure 1.
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Fig. 2. The variation in (a) Accuracy and (b) Mean Precision with time for a particular load of
50 customers. Accuracy and precision values stabilize as the entire graph is discovered. They
remain stable with the workload, thus the computed graph can be used for long stable periods.
It can be observed that the method is 100% accurate (Fig. 2 (a)) as expected, however precision
stabilizes to around 98% (Fig. 2 (b)). The convergence time is also within a few minutes and
closely tracks workload stabilization

Definition of Accuracy and Precision. The aim of the experiments is to discover the
dependencies between servlets and SQLs. In our testbed, there are 54 true servlet-to-
SQL dependencies out of the potential set of 644 dependencies. So if we discover all
54 true dependencies then the accuracy is 100%. Accuracy is defined as the percent-
age of the true dependencies discovered. Precision is defined based on the two-level
graph traversal order in Section 4. In the sorted dependency list of a node having n
edges, the edges are numbered (starting from the first edge) from 1 to n with m (≤ n)
being the last true dependency in the list. We assign a weight of m-i to the depend-
ency labeled i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m-1. The sum of the total weights from 1 to m-1 is there-
fore wtot := m(m-1)/2. Out of wtot the total contribution of weight coming from false
dependencies is defined as ∑

<

−=
Dependency false a is  ,

)(:
imi

f imw . Finally, we define percentage

node-precision as )1( 100
tot

f

w
w

− . Observe that this definition penalizes a false de-

pendency more if it occurs higher in the list. The precision value reported in the fol-
lowing experiments is the mean percentage node-precision over the 14 servlets.

Accuracy and precision are measured on the testbed as follows. We have instru-
mented the TPC-W application with an in-house developed transaction correlation
code to find the actual set of the dependencies that should be discovered at each point
in time as user transactions flow through the system. Thus accuracy and precision can
be computed at each time point by comparing the dependency information generated
by our dependency algorithm with the accurate information generated by instru-
mented transaction correlation code in the same experiment.  For illustration see
Fig. 4 for an experiment run with 50 simultaneous customers.
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Table 1. Precision and Accuracy with Load for traffic mix: 50% buy and 50% browse. The
WAS is configured to fork threads on demand with a minimum of 25 pre-forked threads. As
customer load is increased, the number of simultaneously active threads grows, and the thread
pool size is also automatically increased by the system beyond 25, if needed. The number of
customers is increased till a significant percentage of URL requests timed out due to load. The
WAS machine can support up to 200 customers. Hence, the experiments have been run only up
to 200 customers as a high load case. Each experiment was run for one-hour duration. If we run
them for longer duration, we expect precision values to go up

Load:
#Customers

#Avg active threads
(Avg thread pool size)

Mean Precision %
(std dev σσσσ)

Accuracy %

5 2.2 (25.0) 100        (0) 100
25 3.5 (25.0) 99.94   (0.22) 100
50 4.6 (25.0) 98.33   (3.12) 100

100 10.6 (25.0) 81.86 (21.00) 100
150 17.1 (26.4) 71.52 (32.43) 100
200 20.0 (31.9) 62.62 (26.82) 100

Table 2. Effect of polling rate on precision and accuracy with a fixed load of 100 customers.
Precision is more sensitive to polling rate than accuracy. At lower polling rates, even though
accuracy is 100% and the management overhead drops, the precision also goes down. At higher
load, high polling rate is required to maintain high precision, however it also increases the
overhead, which is undesirable at high load

Polling interval in millisecs Mean Precision % (std dev σσσσ) Accuracy %
50 88.71 (18.75) 100

100 81.86 (21.00) 100
500 77.03 (29.82) 100

Table 3. Overhead Measurement in terms of percentage increase in throughput and response
time by varying polling interval and customer load. Each reading corresponds to an experiment
that was run for 3 hours

Polling Interval (milliseconds)
100 500Simultaneous

Customers
(load) Throughput

(%)
Response
Time (%)

Throughput
(%)

Response
Time (%)

10 2 10 0 3
200 9 33 8 25

Accuracy and Precision for TPC-W Bookstore Application. As more multiple
transactions proceed simultaneously, it is harder to separate true dependencies from
false ones using containment relationship. The degree of concurrency of transactions
on WAS may be increased by increasing the number of simultaneous customers or
browser emulators, thus keeping more threads in the thread pool simultaneously ac-
tive. Table 1 shows the variation of accuracy and precision values with increasing
customer load and concurrency. The algorithm shows 100% accuracy under all loads.
Precision values decrease with increasing load. The standard deviation (σ) for preci-
sion is low at low loads but rises at higher loads. Thus dependency extraction can be
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performed at low to medium loads and stopped, if the precision level of the graph is to
be maintained. Table 2 shows that a higher polling rate4 leads to increased manage-
ment overheads. Table 3 suggests that higher load implies higher overhead of polling.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we propose a new method for discovering dependencies between system
components using non-intrusive techniques. To demonstrate the usability of the
method we performed extensive experimentation on an e-business setup that mimics
the operation of a typical storefront system using the TPC-W benchmark. The algo-
rithm for computing the dependencies is experimentally shown to perform well with
accuracy being 100% both at low and high loads, and precision decreasing with in-
creasing load. For instance the bookstore application the precision is around 98% for
a load of 50 simultaneous customers.

The nature of the algorithm is such that in addition to discovering all the true de-
pendencies, it also discovers false dependencies. To preclude usage of the false de-
pendencies we proposed a sorting heuristic, which increases the probability of placing
the true dependencies higher in the sorted list. As expected, our experiments show
that the precision increases as load decreases. A decrease in load causes a decrease in
concurrency in the system and hence decreases the chance of discovering a false de-
pendency. Thus, false dependencies can be artificially minimized if sufficient time
gap exists between two successive transactions. In order to present various views of
the dependencies to a system administrator, the dependencies of a component can be
sorted in a manner that also uses the execution time or the frequency of invocation, or
any other attribute of the antecedent components. We intend to look into such issues
in future. Last but not the least, we intend to explore how to relax the containment as-
sumption and capture dependencies in an asynchronous transaction environment.
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